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0. Introduction 
In recent years there have been several papers written about categories in which a 
duality of functors can be defined; these categories have usually been called D-cate- 
gories or autonomous categories [9, 1 1 ] . The consideration of the duality of func- 
tors in general grew out of an attempt to find a precise formulation of the Eckmann-- 
Hilton duality in homotopy theory. The concept proposed to this end by Fuks [Z) 
turned out both to be fruitful for the categoiy of topological spaces with a distin- 
guished point, yielding the dual pairs wedge space and Cartesian product, cofibra- 
tions and Serre fibrations, cohomology and homology, loop space and suspension; 
and amenable to generalization as well. As with most general concepts, hcwever, the 
interpretation of the dual functor differs from category to category, and the investi- 
gation of its properties relies heavily on the particular categorical setting. There are 
papers along these lines for the category of topological spaces with a distinguished 
point [2-4,6) , the category of real locally convex Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces [111, the category of abelian groups [S] and the category of real Banach 
spaces [lo, 131. It is the latter category in which we are interested here, for the 
major paper which has appeared on the duality of functors in Banach spaces [ lo] has 
posed several questions on the nature of the dual functor, and it is the purpose of this 
paper to investigate some of them. 
Let B denote the category of all real Banach spaces, where B(X, y), the set of 
morphisms from X to Y, consists of all continuous linear transformations of norm 
not exceeding one; let B, denote the category whose objects are the same as those 
of B and where B-(X, Y) consists of all continuous linear transformations from X to 
Y. We shall write X z Y to denote an isomorphism in B, i.e. an isometric isomorph- 
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ism, and X - Y to denote a I.#,-isomorphism, i.e. an isomorphism which need not 
preserve norms. 
Section 1 discusses the categorical setting appropriate to the introduction of a 
dual functor DF associated to any functor F:B + B. D itself is defined as a contra- 
variant functor on the functor category BB. Certain properties of B which are needed 
in later sections are also established. In Section 2 we recall what it means for a func- 
tor F to be reflexive and prove under the assumption of the metric approximation 
property that all finite-dimensional functors are reflexive. Other questions pertaining 
to the reflexivity of functors F, in particular when F = DG for some G : B + B, are 
considered in Section 3. 
1. Duality of functors in B 
The notion of a dual functor can be introduced in any closed monoidal category 
V, where we agree in terminology with [ 1 ] . In particular, V must be equipped with 
(1) functors 
0: vx v-, v, [-,-I : yap x v + v, 
which satisfy the relation [X a Y, Z] Z [X, [Y, Z) ] ; 
(2) an object I E V such that 
XoIZX forallXE V, 
by a natura! isomorphism; 
(3) natural isomorphisms 
and these data must satisfy various commutative diagrams. Letting [Y,-] = a, and 
YO-= Zy, (I) states that CY is the left adjoint of RY. 
That B is a closed monoidal category is well known. For X, YE B, [X, Y] con- 
sists of all continuous linear transformations from X to Y with norm defined by 
Ilf II = sup (11 f(x)ll: Ii x II 5 1) ; X o Y = X 6 Y is the suitable tensor product of 
Banach spaces, namely, the completion of the algebraic tensor product X @ Y with 
respect o the greatest crossnorm, i.e., if u E X 8 Y, 
lb QYII = Ibll Ilull. 
Clearly, I = R, the Banach space of real numbers with the absolute value norm. 
Unless otherwise specified, all functors of which we speak will be endofunctor: 
on B and, moreover, B-functors (see [I I). %n the final section, we look briefly at 
functors R -+I? or R + B, where R is the full subcategory of B consisting of reflexive 
Banach spaces. Given two functors F, G on B (or on R), the collection of B,-natural 
transformations from F to G, denoted [F, G] , will form a Banach space provided it 
is a set, with the norm 11 til = sup XEB II txll. That this supremum is finite is not 
necessarily true in any subcategory of B, but it is known [ 101 for B, K, and for .I 
(see Section 2). 
Let F: B + B be a functor. The dual functor of F, DF : K -+ B, is defined by 
DF(x) = [F, C u] , whenever this is a set. The problem of whether the natural trans- 
formations from F to Zx do form a set is solved positively for any F in the category 
B. (We may give [9, Theorem (1 S)] as a reference, but we shall soon see another 
proof of the fact.) Thus we may define the dual functor as a functor. 
1.1. Definition. Let Be denote the (large) category of functors from B to B. We 
define the functor D from BBoP to BB by Ft+ DF, where for X E B, fE f?(.l', Y), 
If CK F + C, then D(a): DG + DF behaves 3, follows: if X f B? then 
One can point out, in analogy to the usual Banach space dual, that DFX is the set 
of mappings of F into the “simplest” type of functors Z, (see [ 10, p. 67) )L The 
analogy with the usual dual space actually can be carried further. First, we have the 
relation [F, DC;] Z [G, DF] , which parallels [X, Y*] Z [Y, X*] . The categorical 
statement of the above relation is that P is self-adjoint on the right; i.e., D*P is the 
left adjoint of D. The correspondence u which establishes this isomorphism operates 
as follows: Let I’ E [F, DG] ; then 
(al”‘)~(x)YQ) = l?&&(x) for X, YE B, x E GX, y E FY. . 
A description of DFX has been given in [IO] in concrete terms for B, relating it 
more closely to the Banach space dual. ket U: BB* --* BB be the functor defined as 
follows: 
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UF(x) = F(x’ )*, 
I/Fen(q) = 4 Q F(f*) forf EB(X, y), 9 EF(X*)*; 
if cy: F + G, then 
(U& = (ax’)* : G(X*)* + F(p)*. 
1.2. Proposition. Let A: D -+ U be given by 
and 
A&y) = trX 0 yx* for FE BB, 
KO 






y E DFX, 
where tr E (X ?J X*)* is the firnctional opemting as folbws: tr( @$ (xk 8 xi)) = 
$!+x;(xk). (Note that 11 tr /I = 1.) T/ten h is a natural transformation and A, is an 
isometric injection for each F E BB, X E B. 
Proof. The proof that AFx is an isometry for each X E B is to be found in [ IO]. The 
naturality of h can be verified by a straightforward calculation. 
1.3. Proposition. Let i,: Y + Y** be the canonical isometric inclusion of a Banach 
space into its second dual, and let f E [X, yl . Then AZ&f) = iy 0 funder the iso- 
morphisms 
D~,[Yl = [Z,, Zyl g [X, rl, zx(Y*)* = (X G u*)* 2 [X, r”*]. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, Azxy(f @+trXof&ketxEX,_/EY*.Then 
(iv ofI =/V(x)) and (trx 0 cf @ X*))(x B-V’) =/v;(x)) 
1.4. Corollary. Azxy is onto if and only if Y is reflexive. 
1.5. Remark It can be shown that A&DFX) consists of all functionals on F(X*) 
which are continuous in the locally convex topology on F(X*) generated by the 
seminorms I) trx * yx* 1: 7 E DFX) , 
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We shall record at this point a few properties of the category B with respect o 
limits and the tensor product which will be needed in the next section. First, it is 
well known that B possesses all set-indexed inverse and direct limits. These are 
described in [lo] . We remark that the categorical sum of a finite number of Banach 
spaces Xi, i = 1, . . . . II, consists of the Cartesian product of the Xi with the norm 
Il(q 7 a.-, x,)II = II q II + -** + II xn Il. 
1.6. Proposition. Let @X denote the sum of n copies of X E B. Then anX s X@ B)“R. 
Proof. Since C, has a right adjoint, it preserves direct limits. Thus 
@PCXR &“X z E#PR), 
n n 
via the map 4+3X -+ Z,(@ R) defined by 
n 
@(Xl 9 l **9 Xn)’ C Cxi @ ei19 
i=l 
where (ei>i = 0 if i #i, (ei)i = 1. However, we observe that Q(@VX) C X CSJ @lnR, and 
hence the theorem is prove& 
1.7. Corollary. Let A be an n-dimensional Barrach space. Then A @ X is complete iu 
the greatest ctossnotm, i.e., A 8 X = A $ X. 
Roof. Proposition 1.6 shows that X @enR is complete. Moreover,@R is iso- 
morphic to A in B,. 
2, Reflexivity of finite-dimensional functors 
We have remarked in Section 1 that there is an isometric isomorphism between 
[F, DC] and [G, DF] . Thus, taking G = DF, we have [F, D*Fj 2 [DF, DF]. When 
we say that a functor F is reflexive, we mean that the map jF: F + D2F, which cor- 
responds under the above isomorphism to the identity natural transformation on DF, 
establishes an isometry. (i: 1 + D2 is a natural transformation of endofunctors on 
BB.) The map &- behaves as follows: 
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2.1. Definition. A functor F is said to be finite-dimensional if there exists a finite- 
dimensional Banach space A and a natural isomorphism of functors 8: F + ZA in B, 
such that F(l) E A ; i.e., we have FX - A @X for each X E B. 
We would like to prove that all finite-dimensional endofunctors on J8 are reflexive. 
No counterexample to this statement is known to the author, but a proof can be 
provided only under the assumption that the Banach spaces in the domain of the 
functor satisfy the metric approximation condition. A Banach space X is said to 
satisfy the metric approximation condition if the identity operator on X is the limit 
of a directed set of finite-dimensional operators (i.e., operators with fiiite-dimen- 
sional range) of norm < 1 in the topology of convergence on compact subsets. We 
remark that the metric approximation condition implies the approximation condition 
which differs from the former condition by not requiring the norms to be bounded 
by 1. The object then of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
2.2. Theorem. Let A denote the full subcategory of A9 of all spaces satisfying the 
metric approximation condition. Let F be a finite dimensional functor A + B. Then 
F is reflexive. 
We note that DF, for F: A + B, is defined exactly as before Explicitly, 
DF: A + B is given by DFX = [F, xx] , where F and C, are considered to have 
domain A. 
We shall work up to the proof of Theorem 2.2 via several lemmas and propositions. 
2.3. Lemma. IS, is a reflexive functor for every A E B. 
Proof. We have the isomorphisms 
DZ,(x)= P&~Xl 
Dfi, Go = [InA 7 C,l 
the second of which is due to the 
Z/, kDQA :D2&. 
2 [A, X) =sl,x, 
ZZxAZEdX, 
Yoneda Lemma. Hence we have isometries 
We need only verify that h 0 k = j. Let X, YE R,f E [A, q , u E am, 
K’E [a,, I+]. Then 
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2.4. Proposition. Let F he a finite-dime&o& endofunctor on 8. Then jFx: FX + 
D2FX is one-one onto for all X E B. 
Proof. Let 8: F + ZA be a natural isomorphism of functors in B,, where A is an ~rl- 
dimensional Banach space. We consider the following diagram, which commutes by 
naturality of j: 1 3 D? 
FX -!!!-D FX 2 
Hence jFx = D2(Bx)-1 0 jYAx 0 0,. Since jVAX is an isometric isomorphism by 
knrna 2.3, jFx is one-one and onto. 
2.5. Lemma. Let ix,, be the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces of X E A, partial- 
ly ordered under inclusion. Let F be a finite-dimensional functor. Then FX Z lkrn F;Y,. 
Proof. Suppose that F - &, where A is a finite-dimensionai Banach space. Since 
X Z hi Xa and CA preserves direct limits, we have 
We need only show that 0 is an isometry. It is easy to see that 15 FX, = UF(X& 
with II XII = lim llx IIFcu,>. Let x E $I FX,, let E > 0. We must find or with x E FX, 
and II xIl~x(* -a< IIXII~~ + E. We suppose with no loss of generality that Ii x II = 1. We 
know that x E FXP for some 0. Since X E A there exists an operator P on X with 
finite-dimensional range,sayX,, IIPII G 1,and IIPy-yll \<e [lvII forallyfXg. Let 
Xol be any finite-dimensional subspace of X containing X0 and X7. Let F(.)(x) = 
x* E F(X,). We have 
Therefore, II x IIFx, G II x 11~~ + f . 
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2.6. Proposition, Let F, G be finite dimensional functors A + B with FX Z GX for all 
finite-dimensional Banach spaces X. Therz F Y z G Y for all YE A. 
Proof. Let X E A. Then X 2 lii XLll, where X0 are finite-dimensional subspaces of X. 
By Emma 2.5, we have 
FX 2 ‘$I FX, Z 19 GX& Z GX. 
2.7. Proposition. -If F is a finite-dimensional functor, then so is DF. 
Proof. Let us assume that F - ISA , where A is a finite-dimensional Banach space. 
There is a B,-isomorphism between ZA * and aA, established as follows: 
U = c a;exkEA*~X=A*~XjfuE[A.X], 
k=l 
where 
fu(@ = 5 oL;((a) l + 
k=l 
Since DZ, ZZA,wehaveDF-I$ *, and hence DF is also a finite-dimensional 
functor. 
We now proceed with our proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let 8: F + ZA be a natural isomorphism of functors in B,, 
where A is a finite-dimensional Banach space. The sole point that remains to be 
proved in the reflexivity of F is that jFx. l FX + D2FX is an isometry for each X E A. 
By Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, we may restrict our considerations to finite-dimensional 
X. Clearly, jFX has norm bounded from above by 1 since 
j&q = sup lli,x(x3 y II = sup sup IIjFx(x’)y(Y)II 
YEA YEA Ilrlla 
= sup sup II T&)ll G sup sup II 7x11 Ilx’ll 
yfa IlrlW Yo1 Ilrll<l 
= sup sup sup II QII II x’ll = sup II rll IlJdl 6 II x’ll 
YEA Ilyll61 264 II Y II ( 1 
for any x’ E FX. ILRt x E FX. We recall by Proposition 1.2 that AFX is an isometric 
injection for every F, X onto a subspace of F(X*)* . By Corollary 1.4, AxAX is dn 
isometry onto ZA (X*)* when X is finite-dimensional. Thus from the following com- 
mutative diagram, we see that Apx is also onto: 
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DFX AFX --+F(X*)' 
The same reasoning tells us that ?$Fx and $X . * are alslJ isometries onto. Hence to 
prove that Ilj~~(x)ll 2 Ilxll, it is sufficient to show that 1) ADpxfjFx(~))]I 2 IlxJl. 
By definition, we have 
for h EDF(X*). But we also have hFx*: DF(p) + F(X*")*, where, let us say, 
h w Th, 11 hII = II @yhjI, and ail y E F(X**)* come from such an h. Hence 
where 7 E F(X**)*. Since F(X**) 2 FX, we may consider x to be an element of 
F(X**), and, therefore, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists 7 E fi[x**)* 
such that 117 Ii= 1 and r(x) = Ilxll. Therefore, we have 
= II tr~@j&*(7))jf(x)ll. 
However, by the definition of A, we have the following commutative diagram: 
F(X**) 
t 
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and, therefore, 
Thus jIjFx(x)ll = {I x 11, and the theorem is proved. 
233. Corollary. Let F be a finitedimensional functor A + B. Then DF is reflexive. 
3. Further questions 
One problem posed in [ 101 is to prove that for any endofunctor F on B, 
DF 2 D3F. This problem, insofar as we know, has not been solved, and perhaps 
should not be expected to be true in general. In many D-categories ( ee [8]) the 
result is known to be false. However, if jDFx is an isomorphism, its inverse is the map 
DjF, since we do know that DjF 0 jDF = PDF. The relation jDF o DjF 2 l& is the 
difficult part. One approach to this problem is to restrict he domain of the functors 
with which we deal. For example, if F: R +B, where R is the full subcategory of B 
of reflexive spaces, then the result is given in [ 1 O] that DF is reflexive if and on)y if 
F(Q is reflexive. We state another partial result which once again restricts the domain 
ofFtoA. 
3.1. Propositian. Let F: A + B be any functor. Then DF is reflexive ifand only $ 
DFigD3Flvia jDFI. . 
We precede the proof of this proposition by two lemmas. Let V: BBoP + BB be 
the functor defined by 
VF(A)= [A*,DFI] forFEBB, A EB; 
and (V(ct))A : [A*.DGI] --f [A*, DF/1 for a: F+ G, is given by 
3.2. Lemma. Let I-(: D + V be defined by 
~FA : DFA + [A*, DFI] , ~FA (7) (_a’) - I;,t 0 7. 
Then ~_r is a natural transformatiw7 ijf functors on BBog. 
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Proof. IRt clr: F + G. It suffices to show that PFA Q (DcY)~ = (Vcx),A 0 pcx for all 
A EB: 




DGA -=!-+ VGA 
Let 7 EDGA and cy’ 64”. Then 
= (Da)*(2& 0 y) = x,1 0 y O a. 
3.3. Lemma. If F is any endofunctor on B and A E A, then /AFA is a monomorphism 
Proof. The proof of this fact is given in [IO] , using the well-known fact that for 
AEA,themapkA: A 6 X * [A *, X] defined on A ~9 X by [kA $=la/ @ Xi] (01’) = 
~&cx’(~$x~, is ai‘l injection for every X E B. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let us assume that jDFI is an isometric isomorphism. From 
OUF remarks at the beginning of this section, we see that it suffices to prove that 
jDFA O DiFA = 1D 2FA. Consider the diagram 
DFA ----f=+ [A*, DFI] 
(l) jD,i crDzFA j ‘;:I 
D3FA - * 3 9 
Ltd TEDFA and a’EA*. Then 
We will show that 
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Let X E B and r ED2FX. Then 
But the following diagram is commutative t-y naturality of r: 
C4 n 
DFA ------+A @X 
DFI ----4$X. 
Therefore, 
Hence diagram (1) is commutative. Thus we have 
b2FA ’ jD;FA ’ DjFA = IA *9 jDFI] ’ IFA o DjFA b (1) 
since 
by our hypothesis. Since &)ZF_is mono by Lemma 3.3,jDFA 0 DjFA = ~D~FA. 
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